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Abstract: Adaptive metasurfaces (MSs) provide immense
control over the phase, amplitude and propagation direction of electromagnetic waves. Adopting phase-change
materials (PCMs) as an adaptive medium allows us to tune
functionality of MSs at the meta-atom length scale providing full control over MS (re-)programmability. Recent
experimental progress in the local switching of PCM-based
MSs promises to revolutionize adaptive photonics. Novel
possibilities open new challenges, one of which is a necessity to understand and be able to predict the phase transition behavior at the sub-micrometer scale. A meta-atom
can be switched by a local deposition of heat using optical
or electrical pulses. The deposited energy is strongly inhomogeneous and the resulting phase transition is spatially
non-uniform. The drastic change of the material properties during the phase transition leads to time-dependent
changes in the absorption rate and heat conduction near
the meta-atom. These necessitate a self-consistent treatment of electromagnetic, thermal and phase transition
processes. Here, a self-consistent multiphysics description
of an optically induced phase transition in MSs is reported.
The developed model is used to analyze local tuning of a
perfect absorber. A detailed understanding of the phase
transition at the meta-atom length scale will enable a purposeful design of programmable adaptive MSs.
Keywords: phase change materials; multiphysics simulations; phase field model; active metamaterials; perfect
absorber.
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1 Introduction
Metasurfaces (MSs) are quasi-two-dimensional arrangements of subwavelength-sized, resonant elements (“metaatoms”) [1, 2]. The functionality of MSs is provided through
a combined response of these meta-atoms [3, 4]. Adjusting
the resonant properties and the arrangement of metaatoms allows us to design artificial thin-film materials,
enabling unprecedented control over the phase, amplitude and direction of electromagnetic waves. Different
physical mechanisms have been successfully employed
to tune entire MSs, e.g. by altering the orientation order
in liquid crystals [5–7], mechanically altering the MS [8,
9], altering the carrier concentration in graphene [10, 11],
transparent conductive oxides [12] and doped semiconductors [13] and by inducing a volatile phase transition
in vanadium dioxide [14]. The ability to alter the optical
properties of individual meta-atoms by external stimuli in
a post-production step opens up an avenue towards adaptive MSs with freely (re-)programmable optical properties [15, 16]. However, due to the volatile and/or nonlocal
nature of the tuning mechanisms, the above-mentioned
materials cannot be easily used for this purpose. Adopting
phase-change materials (PCMs) as an adaptive medium
enables the tuning of MSs at the meta-atom length scale.
PCMs possess at least two thermodynamically (meta-)
stable states (amorphous and crystalline) with drastically
different physical properties which makes them a highly
suited material for optical, electric data storage [17] and
neuromorphic computing [18]. A typical change of the real
part of the refractive index upon the phase transition can
be as high as nA = 3.0 to nC = 6.0 in the mid-infrared spectral
range [19]. The phase transition is nonvolatile and reversible [20]. These properties make PCMs an ideal choice for
adaptive MSs. PCMs have been successfully employed
in different MS-based applications [21–24]. Switching is
achieved by inducing a phase transition in the entire MSs
by heating [25], and short electrical [26] or optical pulses
[27]. While a typical PCM possesses considerable optical
loss at the near-infrared and optical frequencies, most of
the reported applications are in the mid-infrared spectral
range. However, this limitation can be circumvented by
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employing emerging PCMs with lower optical losses in
this spectral range [28].
Recently, it has been demonstrated that addressing
and tuning the resonant properties of individual metaatoms of infrared MSs is possible employing focused
visible light [29]. The same technique has been utilized
to fabricate dielectric infrared MSs [30, 31]. The optically
induced phase transition takes place in a sub-micrometersized volume at a sub-microsecond time scale. It is driven
by local energy deposition. Due to the non-stationary
nature of the switching process and the complex geometry of the meta-atom, the deposited energy is strongly
inhomogeneous and the resulting phase transition is spatially non-uniform [29]. The drastic change of the material properties during the phase transition further leads to
spatially inhomogeneous, time-dependent changes in the
absorption rate and heat conduction near the meta-atom.
In order to be able to interpret and predict the optical
response of the PCM-based MSs, a self-consistent treatment of light propagation and absorption, transient heat
transfer and phase transition kinetics at a sub-micrometer
length scale is required. A naive approach assuming a
simple geometry of a crystallized region does not suffice
to understand observed changes of the resonant response
of a locally tuned MS [29].
Different approaches to simulate the phase transition
in PCMs are available, ranging in complexity from ab initio
to effective medium models. Ab initio [32] simulations at
a molecular length scale can provide the most detailed
information on phase transition kinetics at a price of high
computational cost. These methods, though powerful,
are unrealistic to use at the length scale of one or a few
meta-atoms. Effective medium methods, like the widely
used Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) [33–37]
model, are computationally very efficient. Unfortunately,
they rely on volumetric averaging procedures and are
applicable for volumes much larger than the characteristic volume of the individual crystallite. This requirement
is hardly met at typical meta-atom dimensions. There are
a number of methods providing better trade-offs between
details of the phase transition kinetics and the computational costs. The most common examples are rate equations [38], Cellular Automata [39] and phase field [40–42]
methods. Among those models, the phase field model
provides an optimal balance between physical details and
computational costs.
Here, we present a self-consistent multiphysics
description of optically induced non-stationary and spatially inhomogeneous crystallization of PCMs in infrared
MSs based on a phase field model of phase transition
kinetics. We apply the developed model to analyze the

local tuning of a thin-film MS perfect absorber and demonstrate that a self-consistent multiphysics description
is necessary in order to accurately describe the perfect
absorber behavior. The developed model provides a better
understanding of the phase transition at the meta-atom
length scale and will enable and facilitate a more purposeful designing of programmable adaptive MSs.

2 Results and discussion
2.1 Crystallization kinetics model
The phase field model is a phenomenological approach to
simulate phase transitions [43, 44]. The local crystallinity
of the sample is represented by the non-conserved-order
parameter φ, with φ = 0 in the amorphous and φ = 1 in the
crystalline phase. An interface between two phases is a
smooth transition and occupies some finite volume. The
order parameter in the interface region assumes values
between 0 and 1. The evolution of the order parameter is
governed by the Allen-Cahn equation [45]:
∂φ
δG
= −Mφ
.
δφ
∂t

(1)

Here, t is the time, G is the total Gibbs free energy of
δG
represents
the PCM and Mφ is the phase field mobility.
δφ
the functional derivative of G with respect to φ. The Gibbs
free energy is assumed to be [46]


ε2
G( φ) = ∫ d 3 x  g ( φ) + (∇φ)2  , 
V
2



(2)

with V being the volume of the system. The first term
in the brackets is a bulk contribution to the free energy
density and the second one is a contribution due to the
interface between two phases. The parameter ε controls
the width of the interface region. In order to account for
a phase separation phenomenon, the bulk Gibbs free
energy is given in the form of an asymmetric double-well
potential
g ( φ) = W φ2 (1 − φ)2 − ∆GV φ2 (3 − 2 φ)

(3)

with W and ΔGV being the phenomenological parameters
determining the absolute and the relative well depths,
respectively.
After taking the functional derivative of (2) one arrives
at the following form of the evolution equation for the
order parameter:
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∂φ
= − M φ (2W φ(1 − φ)(1 − 2 φ) − 6∆GV φ(1 − φ) − ε 2∇2 φ).
∂t

(4)

Defining the interfacial energy γ, the interface thickness between two phases ζ and the growth velocity of
the crystalline grain νg, the remaining parameters can be
expressed as
1 vg
3γ
, W = , ε = 6 γζ .
6ζ ∆Gv
ζ

(5)

For the growth velocity, the Arrhenius [38] and the
Frenkel models [47, 48] are used for temperatures below
and above the glass transition temperature, respectively
[for more details see Supporting Information (SI)]. The
free energy density difference ΔGV is given by the Thompson-Spaepen equation [49] (SI). The resulting equation (4)
describes the evolution of the crystalline phase in time
and space, but does not account for nucleation. Here,
nucleation events are incorporated explicitly using the
method described by Simmons et al. [50]. The nucleation
rate is given by the classical nucleation theory expression
[51, 52] (SI).
The evolution equation (4) is solved using the finite
difference method with a 7-point stencil and the corrector-predictor scheme (SI) using the custom MATLAB
code. At all PCM outer boundaries, a zero-flux boundary
condition is used, i.e. n · ∇φ = 0. Here, n is an outer unit
normal vector at the PCM boundary. All relevant parameters of the model are given in the SI. In order to test
the reliability of the model, the crystallization kinetics of
a thin film (85 nm) of Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) phase change material is simulated at a constant temperature (T = 404 K).
Good agreement with experimental results [53] can be
demonstrated (SI).

A

2.2 Perfect absorber
We further apply the phase field model of crystallization kinetics to analyze the laser-induced tuning of an
MS perfect absorber [54]. The perfect absorber is chosen
here as a simple example of an adaptive MS-based optical
element. Inducing the same crystallization pattern near
every meta-atom enables a post-production fine tuning of
the absorption band spectral position, while inducing different crystallization patterns near a group of meta-atoms
enables (re-)programming of both width and spectral position of the absorption band. Our perfect absorber model
consists of an array (period 800 nm) of square aluminum
nano-antennas (length 400 nm, thickness 35 nm) stacked
above a dielectric buffer layer (ZnS:SiO2, thickness 40 nm)
followed by an aluminum mirror (thickness 100 nm) on a
semi-infinite silicon substrate (see Figure 1A). The antenna
array is covered with a GST layer (thickness 65 nm). On top
of the GST layer, a 25-nm-thick silicon layer is placed to
facilitate thermal management. Dielectric functions of all
used materials are reported in the SI.
The perfect absorber is optimized for the mid-infrared
spectral range and demonstrates near-perfect absorption
at 2722 cm−1 and 2193 cm−1 for a GST layer in the amorphous and the crystalline state, respectively. A continuous
tuning of the absorption band between two limiting states
(fully amorphous and fully crystalline) can be achieved by
locally crystallizing the GST near the antenna. If a crystallized volume in the form of an ideal cylinder with the
height of the GST layer can be realized, the spectral position of the absorption band can be shifted by changing the
diameter of the cylinder. This is illustrated in Figure 1B for
different diameters of the perfectly crystallized volume.
With increasing diameter the absorption peak is shifted
to lower wavenumbers (Figure 1C) and covers the full
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Figure 1: Switching scheme and idealized description of optical switching.
(A) A sketch of the studied MS perfect absorber. Different illumination conditions lead to crystallized volumes of variable sizes. The
superstrate layer is not shown for clarity. (B) Absorption spectrum of the perfect absorber for a completely amorphous (blue) and crystalline
(red) GST layer (dashed-dotted lines) and for idealized cylindrical crystallized volumes with diameters of 500 nm, 600 nm, 700 nm and
800 nm. (C) Position of the absorption maximum as a function of the switched cylinder radius.
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tuning range of 529 cm−1. The absorption spectra in the
fully amorphous and fully crystalline states are shown in
Figure 1B as dashed-dotted blue and red curves, respectively. The spectra are calculated using CST Studio Suite. A
finite integration technique with a plane wave excitation
has been used. Periodic and open boundary conditions
have been employed in horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively. Here, we assumed that every meta-atom is
switched identically.

A

100 ns

250 ns

1500 ns

2.3 Laser-induced tuning

B
1

Absorption

Local phase transition near an individual nano-antenna
can be achieved by employing a focused laser beam [29].
We simulate the laser beam as a continuous wave Gaussian beam with a waist diameter of 800 nm, a wavelength
of 405 nm (corresponds to the operation wavelength of the
“Blu-Ray” laser diodes) and a power of 8.5 mW. The beam
is focused on the center of a single nano-antenna. Optical
absorption in the GST layer leads to heat accumulation,
which provides the energy to drive local crystallization in
the PCM layer. As both optical and thermal properties of
the amorphous and the crystalline phases are drastically
different [19, 55], electromagnetic, thermal and phase
transition simulations have to be coupled self-consistently
in order to adequately model non-stationary and spatially
inhomogeneous crystallization near the nano-antenna.
First, the optical absorption at the wavelength of the
switching laser is calculated. The absorbed power map is
then used as a heat source in transient heat transfer simulations. Both types of simulations are performed in CST
Studio Suite using a finite integration technique. The temperature map at a given time step is then used in the custom
phase field model code to update the spatial distribution of
the amorphous and the crystalline phases. The new phase
distribution in the GST layer is imported back to the electromagnetic and thermal models and the simulation cycle
is repeated. The numerical workflow is detailed in the SI.
The surrounding temperature is assumed to be 293 K. In
the electromagnetic and the heat transfer solvers, open
boundary conditions are used in all spatial directions.
Results of the multiphysics simulations of the optical
tuning of the MS perfect absorber are shown in Figure 2.
Snapshots of the phase distribution in the GST layer after
100 ns, 250 ns and 1.5 μs are shown (Figure 2A). The unit
cell is cut in half for clarity. It can be clearly seen that
the shape of the crystallized volume is always far more
complex than the simple circular cylinder approximation.
After 100 ns, only a few unconnected nuclei above and
next to the nano-antenna exist. Most of the nuclei form at
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Figure 2: Multiphysics description of optical switching.
(A) Snapshots of the crystallization state induced by a Gaussian
beam after 100 ns, 150 ns and 1.5 μs. The buffer layer is shown in
green. The square antenna is shown in gray. Blue semi-transparent
volume represents the amorphous phase. Other colors code
different crystalline phase grains. The superstrate layer is not
shown for clarity. The dashed semicircle denotes the waist of the
laser beam. (B) Absorption spectrum after 100 ns, 150 ns and 1.5 μs
corresponding to the crystallization states from (A). Dashed-dotted
lines correspond to the spectrum of the perfect absorber for a
completely amorphous (blue) and crystalline (red) GST layer.

the periphery of the beam. The fastest growing nuclei are
located near the beam center. This is related to the temperature distribution in the illuminated area, with the temperature dropping from the center towards its edge (SI).
The maximum nucleation rate of GST is at around 580 K,
while the maximum of the growth velocity is at around
790 K (SI). This naturally promotes nucleation (growth) in
the periphery (center) of the illuminated area. After 250 ns,
a large connected crystallized disk with a complex crosssection has formed around the antenna. The disk touches
the upper surface of the GST layer (seen as a circle with
brighter colors in Figure 2A), but not its bottom surface.
After 1.5 μs, the crystallized volume finally touches the
bottom surface of the GST layer just near the nano-antenna
edges. At later times, the crystallized volume slowly grows
with insignificant change of its shape.
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Figure 3: Comparison between idealized and multiphysics
descriptions.
Position of the absorption maximum as a function of the time for the
multiphysics model (A) and the corresponding idealized cylindrical
crystallized volume model (B). Points are the results of the
calculations, and lines are a guide for the eye. The inset illustrates
the connection between two models (at time 250 ns). The buffer
layer is shown in green. The square antenna is shown in gray. Blue
semi-transparent volume represents the amorphous phase. Other
colors code different crystalline phase grains.
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The change of the absorption spectra during optically induced tuning is shown in Figure 2B. The spectra
are calculated for an array assuming identically switched
unit cells. It can be seen that with increasing illumination
time the spectral position of the absorption band shifts
from the fully amorphous towards the fully crystalline
response. After 1.5 μs, a shift of 365 cm−1 is reached which
is approximately 70% of the maximum achievable shift. In
Figure 3 the spectral position of the absorption maximum
as a function of the switching duration is shown. During
the first 50 ns no visible spectral shift can be detected. At
that time, there is no significant crystallized volume near
the nano-antenna. After the first 75 ns, the spectral shift
changes very rapidly for the next 125 ns. During this time,
around 50% of the maximum achievable shift is reached.
This fast switching regime is followed by a much slower
one. Another 1000 ns are required to reach in total 70%
of the maximum shift. A larger total shift can still be
achieved for longer illumination times, but the timescale
for full switching is significantly larger than considered
here. Since nucleation is a statistical process, different
simulation runs will lead to a different spatial distribution
of grains. However, accompanying differences in the spectral response between different runs are small.
The character of the temporal evolution of the resonance tuning is due to an interplay of the antenna geometry, the evolution of the distribution of the crystallized
volume and temperature field. In Figure 4 the temperature
evolution at two depths in the GST layer (10 and 30 nm
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Figure 4: Crystalization steps and temperature evolution.
Temperature evolution at two depths in the GST layer (10 and 30 nm
from the top surface of the GST layer) in the center of the illuminated
area. Top panels 1–4 show the distribution of the crystalline phase
at the marked times. The buffer layer is shown in green. The square
antenna is shown in gray. Blue semi-transparent volume represents
the amorphous phase. Other colors code different crystalline phase
grains.

from the top surface of the GST layer) in the center of the
illuminated area is shown. The temperature at the smaller
depth stays considerably higher for all times. The temperature increases quickly from a room temperature of
297 K and saturates after around 30 ns. During this time
first nuclei start to form (top panel 1) and no significant
resonance shift is expected. Since the temperature in the
periphery of the beam is more favorable for the nucleation events, the first nuclei are formed close to the nanoantenna perimeter. Such location of the crystallized
volume is also beneficial for the resonance tuning due
to an optimal overlap of the nano-antenna field with the
volumes of high refractive index. As the fraction of the
crystallized material grows between 50 and 120 ns (top
panel 2), a major shift of the absorption band is observed.
This process is accompanied by the temperature increase
due to the additional optical loss in the crystalline phase
of GST. At around 125 ns, the temperature starts to drop
again, rapidly reaching a steady-state temperature. The
first crystalline grains begin to reach the center of the
illumination area (top panel 3) at that time, leading to
a better heat transport away from the center due to the
higher thermal conductivity of crystalline GST. This effect
is significantly more pronounced than the increase of the
absorption. The highest reached steady-state temperature
(approximately 700 K) is considerably lower than the temperature of the maximum growth velocity (close to 800 K).
This results in a considerable slowing down of the resonance tuning after the first 200 ns. A complex interplay
of the optical absorption and the heat transfer during the
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phase transition influences in a non-trivial manner both
the tuning rate and maximal achievable resonance shift.
This stresses the importance of a careful thermal and
phase transition design of PCM-based MSs. The exact time
at which the temperature changes occur can vary slightly
between simulation runs due to statistical nature of the
nucleation.
Full three-dimensional local information on the crystallized volume is not available in experiments, if nondestructive analysis is used [29]. Using optical inspection
from above, only information on the spot area can be
gained. In Figure 3 we compare the actual spectral shift
(blue curve) with the shift, which would be obtained from
a cylindrical crystallized volume with a height of the complete PCM layer thickness and a diameter determined from
the inspection of the sample from above (red curve). Before
150 ns, the simulated crystallized volume does not form a
coherent circular shape (Figure 4), so it is impossible to
correlate two models. For later times, the cylinder approximation significantly overestimates the absorption peak
shift. The differences decrease marginally for later time
reaching 90 cm−1 at 1.5 μs, which corresponds to a 20%
overestimated total shift. Though the effective diameter
of the switched volume is considerably larger than the
antenna dimensions, in the direct vicinity of the antenna,
perimeter PCM material is not yet crystallized through full
GST thickness. This results in the smaller resonance shift,
as expected. The observation stresses the importance of
detailed knowledge about the switched volume shape and
size for an adequate description of the spectral properties
of PCM-based MSs.

3 Conclusions
Recent experimental progress in the local optical addressing of PCM-based MSs promises to revolutionize (re-)programmable adaptive flat photonics. Novel possibilities
open new challenges, one of which is a necessity to understand and be able to predict the phase transition behavior
at the scale of a single meta-atom. Here, we reported on
the development of a multiphysics tool which enables a
self-consistent description of transient electromagnetic,
heat transfer and phase transition phenomena at the
meta-atom scale. We demonstrate, using an MS perfect
absorber as an example, that a detailed understanding of
the crystallization both in space and time is essential to
correctly explain and predict the behavior of a PCM-based
MS. The reported model is not limited to Ge2Sb2Te5, but can
be adapted for any PCM. It can readily be applied not only

to optically but also electrically controlled PCM systems.
The multiphysics model can also be further extended to
include self-consistent description of re-amorphization
and effects of elastic deformation and grain interaction. A
self-consistent multiphysics description of the phase transition in PMC-based MSs enables improved, purposeful
design of programmable adaptive MSs.
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